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INTRODUCTION 
Performance appraisals are a fact of life in the business and institutional 
world. Most large organizations use them. Once an organization grows beyond a 
couple dozen people, that is beyond the number of workers managers can easily 
keep track of in their heads, performance appraisals become necessary to serve as 
a "corporate memory." 
Performance appraisals serve as a record of a worker's abilities, strengths, 
weaknesses, and potential. This record should clearly state all of the worker's 
present duties, the manner in which they were performed, especially noteworthy 
achievements, efforts at self-improvement, any areas that need to be worked on, 
and some sort of recommendation for future action to be taken with the worker. 
Preferably, the appraisal should be written by the worker's immediate 
supervisor, but in any case, the writer should be someone who has a clear 
understanding of what the worker is supposed to be doing, and who has been 
able to observe the worker in actual working conditions on numerous occasions. 
In some organizations, workers write a self-evaluation which managers use to 
understand how workers feel about their own performance. The insight gained 
is useful in discovering both problem areas and examples of exceptional 
performance which the manager may not have known about. 
Appraisals should be kept as part of a permanent file on the worker so 
decisions can be reached regarding future promotions, special assignments, or 
disciplinary actions long after the worker's present supervisor has moved on. 
Without this permanent file, an accurate assessment of the worker's past 
performance over any length of time would be sketchy at best. 
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If the organization has a policy allowing workers access to their appraisals, 
workers should be allowed to make a copy of their document for their own 
records and to show it to future prospective employers. 
Ideally, performance appraisals should be written with an eye to 
improving the ratee. Most organizations have a lot of time and money invested 
in each worker's training. It seems self-evident that it would be in an 
organization's best interest to ensure that each worker has the opportunity to 
grow and become the best he or she can be. The appraisal, again, should be a 
record of that growth. 
My Interest in Performance Appraisals 
I became interested in teaching supervisors how to write more effective 
performance appraisals while I was an officer in the U.s. Air Force, in the 
administration career field. In several of my duty positions, I was responsible for 
the quality and timeliness of performance appraisals for my organization. I 
quickly discovered that many supervisors, some with years of experience, had 
little idea of how to write appraisals that were accurate reflections of the 
performances of their subordinates--whether those performances were good, bad, 
or average. 
I also discovered that some organizations, both military and civilian, have 
manuals and seminars designed to teach supervisors how to produce 
performance appraisals using their system. However, what is often taught is 
merely how to fill in the blanks and what information goes where. Usually, 
manuals and seminars do not teach supervisors how to write so that both the 
subordinates and the people in charge of the organization get a clear, specific 
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picture of how ratees have performed. As a result, subordinates can become 
confused about how they stand within their organization--they think they are 
doing fine because their appraisals do not emphasize, or maybe even address, 
problem areas. And the managers in charge of promotions and awards may not 
recognize people who are doing an outstanding job because their appraisals 
portray them as average workers. 
My goal with this thesis is not to come up with the perfect performance 
appraisal system, but to show how managers can work within an existing system 
to produce the most accurate appraisals they can. I think it is important for 
supervisors to be able to write performance appraisals that are honest without 
offending ratees or putting them on the defensive, yet are useful to 
management. Appraisals should be written so that important information can 
be quickly and easily assimilated, no matter what the form itself looks like. 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how performance appraisals could 
be written so that the users (supervisors, other managers, and the ratees 
themselves) can have a more complete understanding of the ratee's performance 
during the past rating period. Users need to be able to see any changes in the 
quality of the ratee's performance and any areas that the ratee still needs to work 
on. To accomplish this purpose, I sent out a survey to businesses in the Des 
Moines and Ames areas which asked about current performance appraisal 
practices. Using the information from the survey and other research, I 
conducted a seminar on how to write more effective performance appraisals for 
one of the organizations that responded to the survey. 
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Performance Appraisals in Business Writing Courses 
With all the importance attached to performance appraisals by businesses 
and institutions, it is surprising that so little time is spent in business and 
technical writing courses teaching the managers of tomorrow how to write them 
(Ewald and McCallum 46). A quick look through the tables of contents and 
indexes of most texts used in business and technical writing courses will show 
that most do not even mention performance appraisals, and those that do treat 
them very generally. They say that appraisals exist and that the reader may have 
to write one some day, but beyond suggesting a "bad news letter" approach for 
communicating unfavorable observations, appraisals are not significantly 
~ddressed. 
In the business world after graduation, new supervisors will be called 
upon to occupy positions of authority and will be responsible for preparing 
performance appraisals that will have a direct effect on their subordinates' lives. 
Before having to write one, if they are lucky, these new supervisors may pick up 
some principles of writing effective appraisals when they have appraisals written 
on them, or their supervisors may be willing to share their expertise. More 
likely, these new people will have to write with very little idea of how to portray 
their subordinates as they deserve: as efficient workers with great potential; or as 
struggling incompetents, undeserving of promotion; or as something in 
between. 
Variations in Appraisal Formats 
Performance appraisal systems differ greatly. Variations range from forms 
with only numerical or adjective blocks to check, to a blank sheet of paper on 
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which observations are to be written. Depending on the philosophy of 
management, the ratee may be an active participant in making up criteria and 
deciding how he or she is rated, or, on the other end of the scale, may never see 
the appraisal instrument, even after it is completed. 
Within these extremes lie a vast number of systems. Many systems use 
forms that have blocks to check and space to write comments in, with some sort 
of overall rating that can be seen at a glance. Many have the ratee read and sign 
understanding of the document's contents, while in some cases the ratee sees the 
rating only after it is a matter of record. Of course, informally, the supervisor 
may disregard a strictly controlled system and have the ratee directly involved in 
writing the appraisal, but new supervisors should not circumvent their system 
like that. 
Another area where systems vary is in whether ratings are true reflections 
of performance, if the system has artificial controls placed on it, such as limiting 
the number of workers able to get the highest rating; or if the system is 
"inflated," that is, if the vast majority of ratees receive very high ratings. How a 
particular system works is a political question which new supervisors need to 
find out from older supervisors within the organization. Practices in this area 
vary widely and are generally not publicized outside the organization, so it 
would be impossible to deal with them in this document. 
No matter how an organization's particular system works, as long as there 
is space for written comments, there are strategies writers can use to improve the 
quality and accuracy of the textual picture they produce. The purpose of this 
thesis is to discover some of those writing strategies and communicate them to 
supervisors in an actual business setting. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
As mentioned in the introduction, not many articles exist that directly 
address writing more effective performance appraisals. Fortunately, many of the 
principles that apply to producing clear, concise business and technical 
documents also have direct application to performance appraisal writing. 
Further, because this thesis deals with the entire appraisal writing process, I was 
able to use a number of articles and other material from the business 
management community. 
In this chapter I will examine some of the sources I used as background 
material for my thesis. The chapter has two sections, one dealing with material I 
used to help me create my survey, and the other material that was helpful for my 
seminar. 
The Survey 
The vast majority of survey questions originated as a result of my trying to 
figure out how I could discover what issues the organizations to which I was 
sending the survey were concerned about and how their appraisal systems 
operated. However, a few articles helped draw my interest along certain lines. 
One part of the survey in which articles helped guide me was the part that asked 
about how involved the ratee is in the appraisal process. 
Ratee involvement questions 
Dan Brown's article, "Development of Performance Standards: A Practical 
Guide," strongly advocates using the "management. by objective" method for 
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rating subordinates. While the effectiveness of management by objective is 
being hotly debated, the article did serve to raise questions about current practices 
in employee involvement with setting goals, collecting data, and writing self-
appraisals. The concept of subordinates being involved in preparing their own 
appraisals was foreign to me, so I was intrigued. The article helped me see the 
usefulness of rater and ratee cooperating on setting goals that both think. 
reasonable, so I included a question to see how prevalent the practice is. 
In in contrast to Brown, Ed Yager comes out strongly against relying too 
heavily on management by objective methods, but still advocates close, even 
daily, communication between rater and ratee to ensure both know exactly 
where the the other "is at" concerning goals, progress, and problems. Again, 
Yager piqued my interest about how widespread this close cooperation is. 
"Inflation" questions 
Inflation is the practice of giving a disproportionately large percentage of 
ratees very high ratings. Reasons for inflation range from not wanting to 
confront employees with less than outstanding performance, to actively trying to 
enhance employees' records to make oneself look better. Inflation is a problem 
that I am quite familiar with. The appraisal system I worked with in the Air 
Force was so inflated, that over ninety percent of officers received the highest 
rating (of six). With inflation like that, the written picture becomes extremely 
important to separate the truly outstanding from the average. 
The Air Force briefly experimented with a "controlled" rating system from 
1974 to 1978. It was controlled in that the top overall rating was limited to only 
twenty-two percent of the officer corps and the second highest rating was limited 
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to twenty-eight percent. The remaining fifty percent of officers had to fall in the 
lower three ratings. This system was applied on a local level to each unit within 
the Air Force. Each commander had to decide which of his or her people fell 
into each category, regardless of whether or not there actually was such a 
distribution of ability. The result was tremendous bitterness. In this "zero-sum 
game," anytime someone "won" and received a higher rating, someone had to 
"lose" and receive a lower rating. Among other negative effects, it stifled 
cooperation, which is essential in a military unit, caused resentment toward 
those who received the higher ratings, and created ill-feelings toward 
supervisors among those who received lower ratings. Overall, it provided a 
Jesson as a system to avoid (McBriarty 425-432). 
While I was familiar with the controlled system and had actually 
discussed it with older officers, I was not aware of the seriously detrimental 
effects it had on morale and everyday effectiveness. Consequently, if the 
organization I would give my seminar for had a controlled or inflated appraisal 
system, I wanted to know about it because it would radically affect the way 
performance appraisals are written within that organization. 
The Seminar 
I consulted a number of sources at every step while I was putting together 
my seminar. To order my discussion of sources, I will follow the same 
organization I used in the seminar. 
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Steps in the Writing Process 
The most useful article in this section, as far as organization goes, was 
Shelley Krantz's "Five Steps to Making Performance Appraisal Writing Easier." 
The five steps are: allow plenty of time to write the appraisal, record examples of 
behavior as they happen, organize notes before starting to write, write out a quick 
first draft, and edit the final draft to fit the organization's form (8-10). 
I used the same ideas, but shuffled the second step into first position. It fits 
there chronologically because managers need to take notes long before even 
thinking about starting to write. Otherwise, Krantz's ideas are sound and very 
helpful. Along with organizational material, she gives a few suggestions about 
writing on a more specific level, while it was helpful, that information is 
covered in more detail in other articles. 
Three sources, Michael Smith's "Putting Their Performance in Writing" 
and two videotapes, Documenting Discipline and the Legal Side of Evaluating 
Performance, both produced by American Media, proved very useful in 
presenting reasons for keeping careful records of employee performance, 
particularly when that performance is unsatisfactory. They all gave good 
outlines of what should be included in an incident file, and how and why they 
should be used. In particular, their advice concerning how information recorded 
should be as specific as possible and be strictly job-related was quite interesting 
and worthwhile. All three sources made it clear that if one ever has to defend 
one's personnel actions (like in court), a detailed incident file can make all the 
difference. 
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Clear writing 
I got the overwhelming majority of my information on clear, specific 
writing from three books, Joseph Williams' Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and 
Grace, Martha KolIn's Rhetorical Grammar: Grammatical Choices, Rhetorical 
Effect, and William Vande Kopple's Clear and Coherent Prose. All three were 
valuable in one or more of the areas in which I make suggestions for clarity. 
Williams was particularly good because he touched on all the problems I 
addressed and gave good guidelines to follow. Vande Kopple was most helpful 
in conciseness, while KolIn helped with end focus and action verbs. 
In addition to those three books, I was able to consult several readability 
handouts that I had gotten in various classes. These where valuable when it 
came time for me to write a few examples of my own for my seminar handouts. 
As mentioned earlier, while very little has been done specifically about 
writing for performance appraisals, almost all the advice directed towards 
readability and concision applied directly to it. Because raters are writing on a 
form which has a limited amount of space for comments, they need to be able to 
get as complete a picture of the ratee's performance as they can in just a very few 
. sentences. That task is difficult to do without cutting out a lot of excess verbiage. 
Writers must come to the point quickly and leave the reader with strong 
impressions before either running out of space, or boring the reader and causing 
him or her to go on to the next promotion candidate in the stack. 
Substance 
Performance appraisals full of general statements like "Humphrey did a 
good job on the Ames case" are a curse to upper-level managers. What is a 
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"good job"? What exactly did Humphrey do? There is no way to tell just how 
good of a job it was from that statement. If Humphrey's rater is to convince the 
readers that he did do a good job, the rater must write about the substance of 
Humphrey's accomplishments. Three sources provided the substance of my 
research. 
Michael Smith's article on documenting behavior and the videotape, The 
Legal Side of Evaluating Performance, again, provided worthwhile advice. By 
getting the specifics of behavior down in one's incident file as soon as possible 
after it happens, managers will be miles ahead when trying to reconstruct the 
event months later at evaluation time. Specifics can even be written in the 
incident file as if the file were an appraisal. Then words and sentences can be 
lifted right out of the file, whole, and put on the appraisal form. 
Smith also emphasized that file entries, supervisors' talk with employees 
about behavior, and the ratings on appraisal forms should all be "congruent," 
that is, should all point toward the same level of performance. There should be 
no surprises at rating time because managers have documented occurrences of 
behavior, both good and bad, and have talked with employees about those 
incidents (10). 
The Legal Side of Evaluating Performance mentions some rating traps that 
managers sometimes fall into which may distort a true picture of an employee's 
performance. The "halo effect" comes into play when an employee is rated high 
in spite of poor performance because of being well liked or being physically 
attractive. "Central tendency" means a manager avoids criticizing employees by 
giving them all an average rating. The "recency error" happens when an 
employee is rated on his or her most recent behavior (whether that is good or 
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bad), rather than the trend of performance over the whole rating period. Finally, 
the "similar to me" error occurs when a manager gives an employee a high 
rating because he or she acts like, or shares interests with, the manager. all these 
traps reduce the effectiveness of performance appraisals because they do not base 
ratings or the text image of the ratee on actual quality of performance. 
Ewald and McCallum's article, "The Performance Appraisal: A Crucial 
Business Process and Product," approaches specificity by reminding readers that 
appraisals are a "rhetorical situation" that involve the entire process of 
communication (40). As such, the more detailed and complete an appraisal is, 
the more effective the communication, not only between rater and ratee, but 
.among rater and everyone who reads the document. Stating what was done, 
why, and what effect it had are key to an effective appraisal (42-43). 
Goals 
The quality of work expected has the potential to be a major point of 
misunderstanding between worker and supervisor, so this issue warrants special 
consideration when standards are being worked out. Ideally, management 
would like to have all work done perfectly all the time, but they should realize 
that sometimes mistakes are made. In some areas, mistakes can be made which 
will have little effect on the overall outcome of the item produced, and thus can 
be tolerated. In other areas, a small mistake could have great health, financial, or 
legal consequences. In any case, it is best to have tolerances spelled out ahead of 
time to avoid problems of interpretation when it is time to write the worker's 
appraisal. 
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The strongest and most complete advocate of using management by 
objective methods was Dan Brown. His article, "Development of Performance 
Standards: A Practical Guide," gave step-by-step instructions on how to write 
and use management goals. Brown suggests that the statement of goals should 
be realistic, specific, measurable, consistent with organizational goals, 
challenging, dynamic (Le. able to be changed), and understandable (94). 
In the rest of his article, Brown lays out steps for creating a management by 
objective document. He suggests writing out all tasks a worker is to perform and 
breaking them as far down into their component parts as possible. Next, one 
prioritizes each part of each task with a I, II, or III indicating realistically which 
are essentials and which are incidentals. Then, mangers and workers cooperate 
to set out quantified performance standards for each part of each task. Finally, 
one should list those skills and areas of job knowledge are needed for each task. 
He also emphasizes that, as any aspect of the job changes, the document needs to 
change as well. 
Ewald and McCallum's article also stressed how to write goals so that they 
are specific and understandable. At the word-level, they suggest phrasing goals 
as specifically as possible. For example, just saying a project must be "complete" 
is not specific enough to avoid misunderstandings. However, saying the project 
must be "finish[ed] ... by X date with a set minimum number of errors" is much 
more specific (42). 
The overall concern with writing goals is to eliminate misunderstanding. 
If employees say, "I thought you meant ... ," communication is not happening. 
Ultimately, performance appraisals can become meaningless as tools if managers 
rate on one thing and employees think they are being rated on something else. 
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Criticism 
Since, as mentioned earlier, performance appraisals are supposed to be 
aimed at improving workers, how can a supervisor include performance that 
was less than satisfactory without putting them on the defensive, making ratees 
sound incompetent and ruining their futures with the organization? 
Ewald and McCallum suggest using the "bad news" approach suggested in 
some business writing texts and "sandwiching" the information. What that 
means is, start out with something positive about the failure to meet standards, 
state the failure in a few words, and end with another positive statement such as 
how the problem was corrected or is being worked on (42,44). 
Another approach is suggested by Hagge and Kostelnick in their article, 
"Linguistic Politeness in Professional Prose." Although their article is not 
specifically addressed to performance evaluations, some of the strategies can be 
applied. Throughout their article, they suggest minimizing impact by using 
passives; "hedging words" such as "possible," "seems," and "at times;" modals 
like "may," "could," and "would;" and weaker verbs as "suggest" and "be" verbs. 
They call these "face saving" strategies because they make it seem like whatever 
occurred may not have been completely that person's fault or may not be 
indicative of usual behavior (330). 
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METHODOLOGY 
From my prior experience, I assumed that performance appraisals in 
business settings would operate under much different "rules" than did US 
military and government civilian appraisals. The Air Force and civilian 
appraisals that I worked with in the past allowed quite blunt language if a 
supervisor thought a ratee was not performing up to standards. Because military 
members cannot quit their jobs or bring a legal suit against the company or boss 
if they don't like the way they are portrayed in their appraisal, military 
supervisors are more or less free to "tell it like it is." Common sense and the 
pragmatics of depending on one's subordinates to accomplish a mission would 
dictate that supervisors should not arbitrarily destroy careers without good 
cause. Different recourses are available to military and civilian workers who do 
not receive glowing performance reports. 
Because I was not familiar with performance appraisal practices in the 
business world, I looked for information by investigating recent scholarly articles 
on the subject and by creating and sending out a survey to some local businesses 
asking them about their particular performance appraisal systems. 
Survey of Local Businesses 
The survey I created (Figure 1) was designed to serve two purposes. Those 
organizations that returned the survey would provide information about their 
performance appraisal system, especially about how the document is filled out 
and how appraisals are used after they become a matter of record. My overall 
intent was to determine how important the "word picture" that is created 
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becomes in the future when higher managers make decisions on the ratees. The 
second purpose my survey fulfilled was to find an organization willing to let me 
present a performance appraisal writing seminar for them. If the organization 
took the time to answer the survey and were willing to let me contact them with 
questions, they might be willing to let me talk to managers about the writing 
process. 
I sent out twenty-two surveys to companies in the Des Moines and Ames 
areas. The companies I selected needed to be large enough that they would use 
performance appraisals (although I was wrong in one case) and I selected a 
mixture of sizes so that I had some very large companies, some small, and some 
in between. I wanted companies with a high percentage of "white collar" 
employees because their appraisal forms tend to be geared more towards written 
comments, versus just checking blocks. Finally, I looked for companies that 
were either headquartered or had a main office in the area. Minor branch 
branches of companies tend to take their directions from higher headquarters 
somewhere else and thus would probably not have the authority to make any 
changes in appraisal practices or be willing to listen to outside, unsanctioned, 
advice about how to write them. 
Of the twenty-two surveys I sent out, I received ten replies. Nine of the 
companies provided good, detailed responses to my questions (the tenth was the 
company alluded to above that did not have an appraisal system). They each 
included appraisal forms and one company even sent material from their own 
appraisal writing seminar. Eight gave me a person I could contact with further 
questions and showed interest in seeing the results of my research (see Appendix 
A for surveys that were returned). 
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The survey document 
The survey I sent out had eighteen questions that were designed to elicit 
responses about how the appraisal document is filled out, the uses it is put to 
after it goes in the ratee's file, and whether the organization would be interested 
in learning more about writing appraisals. 
Filling out the appraisal form Questions one through nine, fifteen, 
and seventeen dealt with how the appraisal document is filled out. Question 
one asks if different forms are used within the organization and, more 
importantly, which types of positions are rated on the form that is being referred 
to while filling out the survey. The answer to the second part of the question 
was designed to give me some idea of the level of employee being rated, which 
may have a connection with how complex the form is to fill out. In some 
organizations, lower-level people are rated on a much simpler form than higher-
level people. Also, higher-level appraisal forms sometimes place more 
emphasis on the written portion of the appraisal, versus the ratings blocks 
checked. 
Question two merely told me how often performance appraisals are 
written in that organization. Raters who have to write appraisals more, often 
have better writing skills because of the extra practice. 
Question three through seven got at the structure of how appraisals are 
written. Who writes them, who has input into the criteria on which the ratings 
will be made, and who actually does the writing are all import considerations 
when planning who needs to be trained on what aspects of appraisals writing. 
Questions eight and nine asked if the ratee is able to confront the writer of 
the appraisal, and if they can influence changes, before it goes into their record. If 
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the ratee is allowed, that would have a large influence on what a rater is likely to 
say in an appraisal and how comments will be phrased. The answers to these 
two questions formed the basis of a major section in the seminar portion of my 
thesis. 
Question fifteen asked if full English sentences are required in the text. 
This issue becomes important when considering readability and visual aspects. 
Finally, question seventeen was a catch-all that let the person filling out 
the survey (hopefully someone directly involved with reviewing performance 
appraisals within the organization) bring out any areas they are particularly 
concerned with or that they consistently have problems getting raters to do 
correctly. The answers allowed me to focus on those areas in my research and 
provided me with a leverage point when asking if I could present my seminar to 
them ("I can provide help with this problem"). 
Uses for appraisals Questions ten through fourteen dealt with how 
performance appraisals are used within the organization, and thus focus on how 
import the written portion is. 
Question thirteen asked for a general statement of the importance of 
performance appraisals within the organization. If the appraisal document is of 
little importance, there is not much point in spending a lot of time worrying 
about how well it is written. Conversely, if appraisals are of great importance, 
the better one is able to write, the more chance one's subordinates have of being 
promoted. 
Question twelve asked who the primary user of performance appraisals is. 
Depending on who the document is being writing fo~, different writing strategies 
could be employed. If the document stays within a department, more jargon can 
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be used because everyone understands the conventions. Outside managers 
reading an appraisal with lots of jargon may not be able to fully appreciate a 
worker's accomplishments if they do not understand everything. 
Questions ten and eleven asked about the highest rating. Organizations 
that have caps on the number of people who can receive the highest rating have 
been found to have special problems (McBriarty) and require special writing 
techniques to accurately convey performance for those who are not fortunate 
enough to have received the best rating. 
Question fourteen asked what differentiates ratees who have identical 
ratings. The purpose was to try to find areas within the appraisal document that 
are more important than others--areas that managers concentrate on at a glance 
to find who is really performing well and who is not. 
Looking for interest in a seminar Questions sixteen and eighteen 
were specifically aimed at trying to find out which organizations might be 
interested in having me give a seminar for them. As I pointed out, question 
seventeen could be used incidentally for the same purpose. 
The purpose of question seventeen was to find out if the person 
answering the survey was also the point of contact for performance appraisals 
within the organization. Also, if the organization does not have a person 
dedicated to performance appraisals, that would be a good indication that the 
organization may need help in teaching people to write them. 
Question eighteen (which I put on a separate sheet of paper so I could 
remove it to ensure confidentiality) asked straight out if I can contact them and 
asks for a work address and phone number. Those organizations that did not 
want to be bothered could easily opt out. 
2 1 
The Seminar 
The reason I wanted to conduct a seminar on performance appraisals 
instead of just writing about theories was the opportunity for immediate 
response--to see how supervisors in an actual business environment could use 
my ideas. If they had little use for my suggestions, I was sure they would let me 
know. We would be able to bring out experiences where ideas did or did not 
work and discuss how techniques could be improved. 
The second organization I contacted (The Des Moines Register) agreed to 
let me present my seminar for them. I met with Martha Gelhaus, the Personnel 
Manager, to discuss what topics should be addressed in the seminar. Ms Gelhaus 
wanted me to present information on criticizing employees' substandard 
performance, writing more clearly, reporting substantive achievements rather 
than "fluff," writing about attitude problems, and writing so that the picture 
created by the words matches the rating blocks checked. In addition to these 
aspects, I decided that managers needed information on some other issues. In 
the sections following, I will address the substance of my seminar and bring out 
why I included each area. 
Steps in the writing process 
So that managers could appreciate the total appraisal writing process more 
fully, I decided to include some material on record keeping and pre-writing 
techniques and how they and writing fit into producing an effective appraisal 
(see Appendix B). 
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Producing an effective performance appraisal starts with keeping an 
"incident" file on each ratee in which the rater records incidents of work 
behavior. In addition, I touched on some of the legal problems of appraisals 
which an incident file can help avoid. 
Next, I brought out the importance of getting an early start on writing 
appraisals and organizing materials in logical patterns so that information is 
handy when they write the different sections on the form. 
Finally, I related the basic writing techniques of getting thoughts onto 
paper quickly without worrying about correctness, shaping it to fit the form, and 
then editing. 
Clarity and specifics 
To address the clear writing issue, I provided material on how to bring out 
specifics using action verbs, constructing sentences for emphasis by starting with 
the subject and ending with the thought to be emphasized, restructuring passive 
sentences into active voice, changing nominalizations into action verbs, 
omitting unnecessary words, shorting wordy passages, stating things positively, 
omitting reference to the writer, and how to make a page more visually 
organized. 
Substance 
To encourage raters to write more specifically about their ratees, I 
suggested that writers not make any generalizing statements about performance. 
Generalizations can bring up more questions than they answer. Empty, 
"flowery" sentences such as, "She is one of the best window washers I have ever 
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had the pleasure to work with," bring up many questions. In what way was she 
one of the best? How many does "one of" include? What about window 
washers who were good, but were not a pleasure to work with? Writers should 
cite specific examples of specific behavior. Raters can substantiate their specifics 
using numbers and citing trends in behavior that they have noted from their 
incident file. 
Raters can make sure the word picture matches marked ratings by 
examining adjectives they use to describe the ratee's actions, and by the number 
and quality of the specific behavior examples they use. If one covers up the 
overall rating marked, could another reader be sure what that rating is? 
Goals and objectives 
The form that the Register uses has a page for management by objective-
style goals, but when I talked to Ms Gelhaus, she said that page was very rarely 
used to actually measure performance. While I am not convinced that 
management by objective is the best way to measure performance, if used 
properly, it can be useful in writing appraisals. For that reason I decided to 
include a section on it in my seminar. 
Besides measuring performance, goals can be used to help compose 
appraisals. If goals start out clearly and concisely written, with goals, criteria for 
measuring success, and firm dates, raters can usually transfer them whole onto 
their appraisal form. For example, if my job is to write a thesis (goal) complete 
and in proper form (criteria) by the end of the semester (date), and I accomplish 
that task, my hypothetical rater can write in my appraisal, "Dan completed his 
thesis and it was accepted by the thesis office the day before it was due." That 
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statement tells what I did (I completed my thesis), how well I did it (I met the 
criteria), and how timely my accomplishment was (I turned it in a day early). If I 
did an exceptional job, my rater could add another sentence that tells how 
wonderful my accomplishment was or the effect it will have on the discourse 
community. 
Criticism 
This section deals with how to express on an appraisal that a ratee's 
performance either has been less than satisfactory or could stand improvement 
in some area. First of all, I assumed that the ratee's superior(s) decided that the 
person is worth saving. If management's objective is to fire the person, it doesn't 
matter much if the ratee gets upset about how criticism is worded. 
Attitude When I met with Ms Gelhaus, she wanted me to address 
how to write about a ratee's bad attitude so that it could be changed. The problem 
is that ~~formance appraisals should only deal with work-related aspects of 
behavior] If the ratee's bad attitude is interfering with work performance, for 
example if the ratee is rude to customers or is interfering with the productivity of 
others, then it is a valid subject for the appraisal. But if one's attitude makes no 
@fference in quality or quantity of work produced, it should not be mentioned 
on an appraisal and should be dealt with one-on-one between supervisor and 
subordinat;Jrhe t'fa,son is that it could be construed as a personal bias against the 
ratee and may end up as a law sui~ If a ratee's attitude has no bearing on 
J 
performance, it is better not committed to his or her permanent record. 
Minimizing offense taken To change a r~tee's less-than-desirable 
performance, supervisors first need to tell ratees that they need to improve. A 
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problem that immediately comes up is that the ratee may think s/he is doing 
fine and may take offense if told that her /his behavior is not as good as it could 
be. The opposite problem is that if criticism is written so subtly that the ratee 
doesn't "get the point," behavior will not change. Another concern is that if 
other managers, like those concerned with promotions and awards, notice that 
an appraisal contains a lot of blatant criticism, they may not be willing to 
promote or reward the ratee. I found two techniques to help minimize 
offending the ratee, yet still get the message across. 
One way t~minimize the impact of criticism 5.s to use the "bad news 
~ 
letter" format. Start out and end with positive statements, and "sandwich" the 
J'riticism between them, with failures stated in positive terms (Le. without using 
negations) if possible. This technique has the effect of taking the edge off 
criticism and making it seem incidental (Ewald and McCallum 42-43). 
The other technique is to ~verse the suggestions give~in the Clarity 
section. Use passive constructions to avoid assigning blame directly to one 
person. Use hedging words like "perhaps" and "seems" to give the impression 
that the problem is not very obvious. Use "weak" verbs like "be" and "do" to 
minimize the impact that action verbs have (Hagge and Kostelnick 328-29). 
Finally, writers should end §jticism with a statement of the ratee's efforts 
---. 
at improvemen:fhis could be the positive statement that makes the second 
half of the ''bad news" "sandwich," but in any case, it should show that the ratee 
is aware of the problem and is actively trying to correct it. Showing progress 
toward improvement makes a favorable impression on the reader, whether the 
reader is the ratee or is the president of the company. 
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The practical exercise 
I included an exercise both so that seminar participants could try their 
hands at applying the suggestions I gave them in a non-threatening 
environment where they do not have to get it right, and so I could see if my 
presentation was effective. The exercise was conducted by forming small two-
and three-person groups and giving each group a real job description for a 
position that they are familiar with and, indeed, probably oversee; an incident 
file, the contents of which I made up; and a page of goals and criteria, also made 
up. From these materials, participants were to write an appraisal. Afterwards, 
the appraisals were critiqued by the reassembled seminar, based on the material I 
_had presented. 
Because I was totally unfamiliar with the two positions she suggested I use 
for the exercise, Ms Gelhaus' assistance was invaluable. She gave me the two job 
descriptions and a number of past performance evaluations (with all identifying 
information removed, of course) so I could come up with examples of behavior 
to use in my incidence files and goals pages. 
As a final check on how I did with the seminar, I asked all participants to 
fill out a critique for that I made up (see Appendix D). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Like chapter three, this chapter will be divided into a section on the results 
of my survey and a section on the results of my seminar. 
Survey Results 
I sent out twenty-two surveys to companies in the Des Moines and Ames 
areas. The survey's functions were to gather information about current business 
practices in the performance appraisal arena and to help me find a company 
willing to let me present my seminar for them. As I explained in the Methods 
<,chapter, I based my selection of companies on three criteria. First, companies had 
to be large enough to use performance appraisals. I selected a mixture of 
different sized companies so that my results would not be skewed by the practices 
of only one size of company. Second, I chose companies that probably had a high 
percentage of white collar employees. In my experience, blue collar appraisal 
forms tend to emphasize checking blocks rather than writing text to describe 
behavior. Since the focus of the thesis is on writing, I thought it would be more 
useful to find appraisal documents with the most space for text. Third, I looked 
for companies that were either headquartered or had a main office in the area. 
Minor branch branches of companies tend to take their directions from higher 
headquarters somewhere else and thus would probably not have the authority to 
make any changes in appraisal practices or be willing to listen to outside, 
unsanctioned, advice about how to write them. 
I received ten replies for a return rate of 45.45%. One response I threw out 
because that company does not use performance appraisals (see returned surveys 
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in Appendix A) leaving nine companies to base my results on. Those nine 
responses, fortunately, were very complete. 
When appraisals are written 
Eight of the nine responses indicated that appraisals were written 
annually. The one that didn't stated that appraisals were written on a "piece 
work" basis--that is, for every assignment that lasts longer that a certain amount 
of time (forty hours in this case), an appraisal is due. For that organization, 
which does a lot of outside consulting work, and that position, the arrangement 
probably works best. Each assignment is probably completely different, so the 
parameters of what is required and how it should be done could change with 
~very assignment. In this situation, trying to evaluate over several cases would 
be comparing apples and oranges. 
Who writes appraisals 
Again, the company that differed above had different people writing the 
appraisal. Eight of the companies had either the immediate supervisor or the 
supervisor and a self-evaluation, but the other company had a self-evaluation 
and a peer evaluation. Perhaps on an outside consultation assignment, the 
ratee's peers see the ratee "in action," while the supervisor does not. 
Ratee involvement 
This section includes questions three through seven which ask about how 
closely the ratee is involved in the evaluation process. One of the respondents 
did not complete this section, so only eight surveys are considered. 
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Involvement in rating criteria Two companies responded by saying 
that employees are not involved at all in establishing rating criteria because the 
criteria are already established on the form. One other company said that 
employees have no say in rating criteria, but their form has almost no 
predetermined criteria. Since I didn't ask who does make it up, I don't know 
whether each supervisor makes up his or her own criteria, or if each position 
already has criteria established by the company, or what. The remaining five 
companies said that employees have at least some voice in establishing their 
criteria, including one company what said the employee was totally involved. 
The response to this question led me to conclude that writing goals and 
criteria were an important aspect of evaluations and that I should investigate the 
area further. Since The Register is one of the companies that use management 
by objective criteria, I included the subject in my seminar. 
Involvement in collecting data and writing Only one company 
reported that employees are not involved at all in collecting data and writing the 
appraisal. Three said they had "some" involvement, two "closely" involved, 
and two "totally" involved. There may have been some confusion on these 
questions because those companies that use a self-evaluation generally reported 
higher employee involvement with writing appraisals. Since they produce two 
different documents, I was looking for involvement in the final, supervisor-
produced document. Also, since I didn't ask to what extent supervisors usually 
take into consideration the self-evaluation (a difficult question to answer), it is 
hard to separate the answers into who understood what I was after and who 
didn't. The only one that I can say for sure did answered question six with "no 
involvement" and added the comment that they write a separate self-evaluation. 
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Thus, I was not able to gain a lot of knowledge about the true extent of employee 
involvement in these stages of the appraisal process. 
Overall involvement Seven of the eight companies rated overall 
employee involvement in their appraisal process either "closely" or "totally." 
The one that didn't rated theirs "not at all" to "some," but had marked questions 
four through six "not at all." 
Since five companies' responses did not "average" their high overall 
involvement response, I can only conclude that those companies would like to 
think that their employees are highly involved in the rating process, but that 
they may not actually be. 
Employee review 
Seven companies responded that employees review their appraisals before 
it goes in their file and have the possibility of changing remarks. Two companies 
responded that employees may see their appraisals only after the document 
becomes a part of their record. The implication for companies that hold reviews 
is that raters may need to be more careful about what they write about their 
ratees. Since the employees may read and comment on their appraisals face-to-
face with their rater, making a comment on paper has the same effect as making 
that comment in the ratee's presence. Because The Register was one of the 
companies that use face-to-face reviews, I included a section on how to be critical 
of performance in my seminar. 
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"Inflation" 
Response to the question, "approximately what percentage of those rated 
receive the highest rating," varied from "0.1 %" to "25+%" (three said "10%"), 
and an "NA" response. The "NA" came from a company whose form only had 
three possible ratings: exceeds, meets, and does not meet, expectations. 
The only company with an inflation problem was the one that reported 
twenty-four percent getting the highest rating although the company has an 
informal policy that only fifteen percent should receive the highest rating. My 
experience suggests that over twenty-five percent does not indicate a real 
problem with inflation (see the literature review, inflation section). Only one 
r.Jther company had a cap on high ratings, and that one adhered to its informal 
ten percent limit. 
Who uses appraisals 
Eight companies said that the immediate supervisor is the primary user of 
appraisals. Two of the eight added that the employee uses the document to 
improve performance. One other company said that the employee was the 
primary user. In addition, four companies indicted that appraisals are used to 
determine transfers and/ or raises. 
Because of the number of companies that wrote in that employees are 
major users of appraisals, I should have made that a possible response. I had 
taken for granted that all organizations would believe employee growth is a 
primary function of appraisals. If I had made employee use an option, I suspect 
that all companies would have used that response, but it would have been 
interesting to see if any did not mark it. 
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Importance for personnel decisions 
All respondents agreed that appraisals are useful in making personnel 
decisions. Two said that appraisals held only "some" importance. The fact that 
those two companies are the smallest that responded may indicate that the 
higher-level managers may know almost everyone and do not need to rely on 
performance appraisals. 
Responses to which factors of performance were most important varied 
considerably. Some of the more interesting responses included three companies 
mentioning that seniority could decide who would be promoted if all ratings 
were the same, three mentioning that evidence of high initiative would be 
"Important, and two that said the individuals' potential would be considered. 
Use of proper English 
Four companies gave an unqualified "yes" response, indicating that 
appraisal writers must use full and grammatically correct English sentences. 
Five said "no," but one qualified that sentences do not have to be complete (like 
bullet statements), but should be grammatical. Another one said proper English 
was desirable, ''but it doesn't always happen." 
In-house help for writing appraisals 
Two companies said they had no specific office or person a rater could go 
to for help when writing an appraisal. One of those two said that their form was 
so simple, no one should need help. That form consists mostly of blocks to 
check, but there was only a small space for comments. However, they have a 
separate form for a self-evaluation, which is mostly space for text. Perhaps raters 
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would not need help, especially if the comments section is rarely used. Falling 
into the same type of category, two companies indicated that raters should 
consult with their supervisor or another senior manager. 
Three companies would direct questions to someone in their personnel 
department, and one said someone in the training department would handle 
questions. One company answered the question "yes," but gave no source for 
information. 
Difficulties 
Responses to what is the greatest difficulty with appraisals varied. Two 
...companies said that finding the time to do appraisals was most difficult. Three 
said that telling employees about less than satisfactory performance was hard. 
The Register mentioned supervisors keeping sufficient documentation to justify 
ratings was a problem, so I addressed that issue in the seminar. One company 
apparently has to create a bell curve of employees from best to worst, and that is . 
hard, "especially in a smaller work group." Another company said that setting 
specific, measurable goals is difficult. 
The remaining company gave a list of problems, starting with inflationary 
ratings (although they said only five-to-ten percent receive the highest rating), 
and including establishing goals at the beginning of the rating period, consistency 
of interpretation of ratings among managers, and having the textual picture 
match the rating checked. This question provided important material for the 
seminar. 
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Contact persons 
As I mentioned before, eight of the nine useful respondents provided me 
with a person I could contact. Three of the contact people were personnel 
managers, one was a training manager, one was a "senior Manager," and for the 
remaining three I could not tell what position the person occupied. 
Attached documents 
All of the nine respondents attached at least one performance appraisal 
form. Some sent more than one form if they used more. One company sent a 
stack of sixteen sets of forms, most of which were seven pages long and included 
~eer and self-evaluations. Finally, one company sent me their whole regulation 
for performance appraisals, including instructions and samples--and returned 
my unused self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Summary of the survey 
The survey achieved its purpose of finding out more about current 
appraisal practices. Some of the most significant findings came from the 
questions involving who uses the information on appraisals, how appraisals are 
used, who is available to help appraisal writers, and difficulties involved in 
writing appraisals. 
• Primary users of appraisals are the immediate supervisors and the 
individual being rated. This fact is significant because these two are 
also in the best position to change or encourage behavior. If people 
farther removed from the situation were the most important users, 
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they would not have as much knowledge of all the details of a 
situation and could react inappropriately to it. 
• Appraisals are very important tools for making management decisions. 
in larger organizations. I found that, apparently, the smaller an 
organization is, the less they rely on appraisals for making 
decisions. In small organizations, upper-level managers have a 
better chance of knowing individuals; thus, appraisals could be 
unnecessary. 
• Not all companies have someone in-house to help with 
appraisal writing. One of the four respondents that did not isa large 
company. This indicates that a need exists for appraisal training on 
a larger scale than I had supposed. 
• With the wide variety of problem areas that organizations are 
experiencing, I see a need for continuing appraisal training. Even 
companies that have in-house appraisal contact persons still related 
a number of problem areas. The solution is not to rely on training 
supervisors once and then expecting them to produce perfect 
appraisal. Periodic refresher training would help to alleviate some 
recurring problems. 
The survey also achieved its purpose of finding a company willing to hear 
my seminar. I had to contact only two companies before finding one. The first 
company was willing to have it, but wanted a major focus of the seminar to be 
on the appraisal interview between rater and ratee, which was outside my 
research area. 
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Seminar Res ul ts 
I conducted a two-hour-Iong seminar for The Des Moines Register on 
Monday, 28 October 1991, from 1:30 to 3:30. The seminar took place in a 
conference room in the Register building and was attended by twenty-one 
managers, ranging from people who were going to be supervisors for the first 
time to two company vice-presidents. Participants came from the accounting 
and circulation departments. I had anticipated spending an hour presenting the 
class material, followed by a ten minute break, and then conducting the practical 
exercise, which could help me achieve my purpose by providing an immediate 
response to how actual business managers reacted to and were able to incorporate 
.my theories. 
Presenting the material 
My presentation consisted of sections on steps in the process of writing 
appraisals, how to write with better clarity, how to write appraisals that contain 
substantive comments, how to write goals and the criteria fro achieving them, 
and how to criticize performance without offending ratees or making them 
appear incompetent. 
The presentation went smoothly. At the start, I offered participants the 
opportunity to stop me and ask questions, but the only time that occurred was 
when someone questioned the apparent conflict between my advice that 
examples of positive behavior should be written clearly, while examples of 
negative behavior should be written more vaguely. The purpose of the question 
was that the personnel manger had been having a problem with raters not 
documenting unsatisfactory behavior, and then when they wanted to fire the 
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person, there was no "paper trail" on which the action could be justified. Their 
position was that in order to either get poor performers to change their ways or 
to establish a pattern of unsatisfactory job performance raters must "point 
fingers" and place blame in no uncertain terms. With another participant 
supporting me, I explained that what I was getting at with my advice was not 
that unsatisfactory behavior should not be documented or should be hidden, but 
that the intent was to make the criticism easier for the ratee to accept without 
angering him or her, and to do an appropriate amount of "damage," and no 
more, to the ratee's image with the organization. 
The only other comment on my material was that one participant wanted 
)0 clarify that when criticizing an employee that is not considered "salvageable," 
that is, someone who is on the way to being fired, managers still need to be 
careful how appraisals are worded to avoid potential lawsuits. 
The exercise 
After the break, the seminar participants split themselves into small, 
three- or four-person groups to work on the practical exercise. Because of the 
differing nature of jobs within the two departments represented, members of the 
circulation department joined together to form two groups, and members of the 
accounting department got together in four groups. The purpose of the exercise 
was to see if participants were able to assimilate the material I presented and, 
more importantly, were willing to try using it in their appraisal writing. I 
presented each group with a copy of an actual job description from their 
department (a district sales manager and an accounting clerk), an "incident file" 
which I had made up, and a set of goals, also made up (see Appendix C). The task 
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was to write a performance appraisal based on the data given and on the 
suggestions for writing that I presented in the class. 
Originally, I had allotted twenty minutes for the groups to compose their 
appraisals and the remaining half hour was for the seminar participants to 
discuss and critique their appraisals. Unfortunately, about ten minutes into the 
exercise, I realized that I had made it too detailed and complex. I eventually 
allowed thirty-five minutes and even at that, only a couple of the groups 
finished. We ended up running about ten minutes overtime and discussed only 
two of the groups' appraisals and those not very deeply. 
In spite of time restraints, the groups worked diligently on their exercises, 
._with discussions at times becoming heated. One thing the seminar critiques 
consistently showed was that participants liked doing the exercise, thought it was 
valuable, and wished we could have taken more time with it (see Appendix D). 
The products of the practical exercise (see Appendix C) showed that the 
participants used my suggestions and produced appraisals that drew few 
criticisms from their colleagues. Writers used action verbs and started non-
bulleted sentences with the subject. Examples included, "Ann exceeded daily 
sales goals ... " and "He should improve the timeliness .... " All groups used 
numbers, bullets, or space to indicate main points. No group used qualifiers in 
any sentence, even when reporting unsatisfactory behavior-- a result, perhaps, of 
the difference of opinion expressed during the presentation portion over the 
how unsatisfactory behavior should be reported. 
Only one sentence was written as a passive, "David's value to the 
accounting office has been demonstrated this past year." Not only is the sentence 
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passive, it is also "fluff," adding nothing to the value of the appraisal. Also, 
every sentence was cast positively--there were no negatives in any appraisal. 
On the goals page, participants wrote specific, positive, understandable 
goals such as, "Improve time management" and "Meet Sunday sales goal of 265 
sales." Matching the goals were measurable, obtainable criteria and definite dates 
for achievement of the goals. The criterion for the time management goal was, 
"Attend at least one time management seminar" by "February 1, 1992." The 
Sunday sales criterion had five criteria, including, ''Write 45 Sunday orders per 
month" and "Hold two cover[?] sales meetings each week--producing six sales 
per meeting." Both criteria were to be checked on April I, 1992. 
Participants' critique of the seminar 
All but one of the participants filled out a critique of the seminar (see 
Appendix D). In general, I got good reviews. Areas that could be improved 
included spending more time on the exercise, giving more examples from actual 
appraisals, and being more familiar with the Register's particular appraisal 
system. Some people commented about the apparent contradiction between the 
suggestions I made for clear writing and for criticizing performance. 
On the positive side, besides people liking the practical exercise; a number 
also found the clear writing section useful. Also, one person liked the goals part 
and one person liked my advice about incident files. A number also liked my 
use of handouts and the actual examples of Register appraisals that I used as 
overheads to point out good and bad examples of writing. 
One problem I encountered with the examples was that some of them had 
been written by people in the seminar. When I showed examples of something 
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done wrong from them, I am sure the writers were not happy about that. 
However, I brought this to Ms Gelhaus' attention before the seminar started and 
she said a few words while she was introducing me to the effect that those bad 
examples were not being used to embarrass the writers, but as learning tools. I 
think that helped some, but people may still have been unhappy about it. 
Summary of the Seminar 
Overall, the seminar was successful. I achieved my purpose of gaining 
immediate feedback from participants through the practical exercise and the 
seminar critique. I found a number of things from my research that worked and 
some that had not worked as well as I expected. 
*'" 
• Based on the results of the exercise, I think participants realized some of 
the areas in which their writing may have been weak, such as 
making substantial, meaningful statements and using active verbs. 
Response to the section on clarity was positive. 
• The goals section went over very well. Several people made good 
comments about it in their critiques and the exercise overheads 
showed that the groups understood the concepts I had presented. 
• Participants also thought the idea of keeping an incident file was useful. 
A couple of the managers talked tome afterwards and said they 
were intrigued by the idea of making an incident file available to 
the individual. 
• There was an undercurrent of hostility from those whose appraisals I 
had used as bad examples. One appraisal in particular was written 
so poorly, I used it several times to show what not to do, and the 
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writer was there. The solution is to either find examples that are 
several years old, or to work with the contact person to make up 
examples. 
• The confusion over when (or whether) to use a tactful approach to 
reporting unsatisfactory performance caused some participants to 
question my expertise, which devalued the seminar for them. I had 
no idea that this was going to be such a divisive issue, yet it helped 
my research in that negative feedback is still valuable. One solution 
is to introduce the subject more carefully, using the angle that no 
one likes to be criticized, but that if properly approached, workers 
may be more receptive. 
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CONCLUSION 
In my investigation into techniques of writing performance appraisals, I 
originally started out trying to confirm what I already "knew." My experience in 
writing appraisals had led me to assume that certain practices were universal, 
such as inflation of ratings, that appraisals always playa large role in 
determining an employee's future with an organization, and that writers are 
always required to use proper English. The three areas I mentioned represent 
expectations that were not confirmed by my survey. 
Twenty-five percent of employees receiving the highest rating does not 
1':eem to me to represent a big problem with inflation. It may be high to others, 
but because my experience has been that a ninety percent rate of inflation is 
normal, twenty-five does not seem to be a problem. 
I was also interested to find that appraisals are of lesser importance in 
some organizations. In a smaller organization, high-level managers would 
know a higher percentage of their subordinates and would not have to rely on 
written appraisals as much to make personnel decisions. 
If appraisals are more important in larger organizations, I assumed that 
the larger an organization was, the more likely that it would be to have some 
central contact point available to help supervisors who have questions about 
how to write appraisals. While most of the larger respondents to my survey did 
have a contact point, some did not. 
In the Air Force, appraisals that are turned in having grammar, spelling, 
or usage mistakes are not accepted by the records section until all mistakes are 
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corrected. I was surprised to find that companies would be willing to file an 
appraisal that is not easy to read and carefully written. 
Survey responses that confirmed my assumptions were that appraisals are 
intended to help employees improve their performance; that the immediate 
supervisor is almost always the one who writes appraisals, but that ratees may 
have a direct influence on what is written; and that no matter how well trained 
supervisors are, they will still have problems writing appraisals. 
Because I found that in many organizations employees are closely 
involved in writing their own goals, and the company I gave my seminar for 
was one of them, I included that area in my seminar. I found that writing clear 
~oals is something managers are concerned about and are actively seeking to 
improve. 
In the seminar, my biggest surprise was that some people confused stating 
a negative information tactfully with not stating it at all. I had difficulty 
convincing the participants that a tactfully-worded criticism would produce a 
better reaction from ratees and be less likely to permanently damage ratees' 
careers than a bald and accusatory statement of the failing. As a result, I think 
that the area of writing criticisms should be investigated further to see how 
personalized negative statements should best be written. 
The seminar confirmed that supervisors appreciate suggestions for writing 
clear, fact-filled, direct statements of performance. They want to write the best 
and most honest appraisals that they can so that all involved--ratees, the 
organization, and themselves--will benefit. 
Overall, what I learned from conducting my research is that the wide 
variety of performance appraisal systems used, in just as wide a variety of 
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settings and situations, produce so many variables that it is impossible to cover 
all contingencies within one thesis. My experience with performance appraisals 
in the Air Force was of limited use to prepare me for dealing with appraisals in 
the business world. The way that I learned to write appraisals in the Air Force is 
drastically different from the way appraisals are written at The Register. 
Some aspects of performance appraisal writing remained the same, 
however. Two of the major purposes of writing appraisals are still to improve 
the ratee and to inform higher management about the capabilities of workers. 
These purposes are directly related and are often abused in practice by writing 
glowing reports for mediocre performance. Neither the ratee nor the 
~rganization gain anything from such an appraisal and both may even be hurt in 
the long run by the ratee being promoted into a job s/he is not ready to handle 
yet. But the problem continues because supervisors are unwilling to take the 
responsibility to let a worker know if a problem exists. 
Once a rater decides that s/he will criticize a worker's performance, how to 
approach the criticism becomes an issue. As was brought out in the seminar, not 
everyone agrees on how to handle it. Should the rater give it to the worker 
straight, in uncompromising terms, or should s/he come at it indirectly? I 
thought I had the answer in telling raters to be tactful and considerate of ratees' 
feelings, but now I'm not so sure. I suggest that more research in the form of case 
studies should be done in this area to see what technique is in common use in 
business and if that is effective. I suspect that how criticism is received by 
workers is highly dependent on the individual and how s/he responds to 
perceived threats. 
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A suggestion to other researchers working with organizations to which 
they are outsiders is that they spend some time inside the organization. As I was 
preparing my practical exercise, I had to rely on the job descriptions and actual 
appraisals Ms Gelhaus had given me. I knew a little more than nothing about 
the two positions I was working with. As it turned out I made some good 
guesses and produced examples of behavior for my two cases that were acceptable 
and that the mangers could work with, but I could just as easily have been wrong 
and produced confusing and contradictory examples. 
My research was valuable because I found a clear need among both 
managers and the people who administer performance appraisal programs for 
,...appraisal writing training. Even the managers who had years of experience in 
writing appraisals found further training valuable and were glad they had 
attended the seminar. The fact that the survey got such a high return rate is also 
indicative of the importance organizations place on performance appraisals and 
the need for more in-depth study of the entire appraisal writing process. 
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26 August 1991 
Dear Personnel Director, 
I am a graduate student working on a Masters Degree in English. 
spectal1zing in Business and Technical Communication, at Iowa State 
University. For my thesis I am setung up a short seminar for a business 
setting on how to write more effective performance appraisals. As a part of 
my research I need to gather information about current performance 
appraisal practices in actual organizations. Could you please take a few 
minutes to help? 
First. could you please complete the enclosed questionnaire on how 
your appraisal system works? It should only take approximately 15 minutes 
to complete. Then, please enclose a blank copy of the performance 
appraisal form you referred to when answering the questionnaire. Enclosing 
any other appraisal forms your organization uses would help my research as 
~ll. The forms and completed questionnaire can be returned in the 
envelope provided. 
Please be assured that all answers will be confldential. If I should 
quote any responses. no organizational names, and certainly no personal 
names. will be connected to any information you provide. 
If you could return the questionnaire and the forms within two weeks. 
I would appreciate it. In return for your cooperation in completing the 
questionnaire. if you wish. I will send your organization a copy of the 
seminar materials I develop. Thank you very much for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Daniel C. campbell 
, 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal form. If you need more space, extra paper is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
fu~? , 
No @ If yes, what types of positions are rated on the 
form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
&rI-Ultl'1 hl.,,<. 1'~pn'4"!I" -/'r I#/",$ ~ V$'~. LN'Ik~r 
.A.,sil1~s.s v;,if's bs(!. a;~r '7?;vn$ '#aJ' ~£ k~ 
da~/~td S'p~~;fl'w, /J,,,, ~~/';. "'.>~. 
2. How often are perfonnance appraisals usuaIly written? 
One per six months (§iie per y~ Other 
3. Who, writes a ratee·s performance appraisal? (circle ali that apply) 
<Immediate supervis~ Peers C@ Other 
4. If ratlng criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "management by 
objective" forms). to what extent is the ratee involved in determining those 
ratllig criteria? 
not at all some , C£!oseii':) totally involved 
5. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
not at all > some < GoselY:) totally involved 
6. To what extent is the ratee involved in writing the text of the appraisal? 
not at all (somb closely totally involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
not at all some . @seii? . totally involved 
, 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
N 0 ~efore it becomes a. matter of record 
Yes. after it becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No ® 
10. ApprOximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? 
5 1 
11. Is there a lImi t on the percentage who can receive the highest rating? 
@ Yes If yes. what percentage Is the limit? % 
Is the limit official. /Jr Informal polic.Y? . 
EtaJe,&:t Pl-'t i;,tl.Has~:s.. are. QI~iv~ ~ ~fr,r~~ h:U'7;,p5 ~d 
/ll<.-; tnan4~5 -A;-IJv.s/n~$.5 tN1d ,,~~r:I ... hilL!' ~dJ.;.1 9",:01,1//11'>" 
12. Who. ~r1m~I . uses the information In the performance appraisal? ~~/ .. 
Immediate supervisor 
Personnel DIrector 
Other supervisors (please explain) C €/nJ/"lj~~ - JVlt,r~ ~"XUSa.l ~/'t;'.5 c/el.ldCflh't!Jtirzj ;'~a1$/'J>~riP~/7Se.s 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees are being made? 
not important some much @at importaJ¥:;:, 
14. When managers make personnel decisions based on reviewing past 
performance appraisals. and when the ratings are the same among those 
conSidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) .. . 
'pItrSen"e/ det!/~/6;,.s (e.t;. l-edl.-t.hlJ-J Ih ~r(u) irJ51'o' e;, ; 
• Bt-s/~e~ de(1.;S,i,,/./)b~/;"~s. "~uI 
• ..s);.//15j u~ti~e, ~allt~/:S 
- ~~;-~e, ~'t$~ 
• ~/"ri-h; 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
0~-$) No Not in some places (please explain) 
Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help In 
\\.:-~ting appraisal~ 
N 0 ~ If yes, what or who (by title) is it? 
,4;.~ &~(}t-~ ~u-
17. What. in your opinion. is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
• '1~~ Iff ~u-s ~ ~t n, JtZk ~,,'r~~~ h~9A~ ~ Ialr~t-~. 
• kl/',,~"J ~~;-'."~"Jt •. ~s ~ 4~~ftU?;~ a..I ~ 1~11/~ "f )Jeffl.l"~~ t!~~k. 
• &;'.I"~.S~ I~ (.1~/I;'I".u-/~-mn~ "f Iah~~ ~'~ c/;~u,~ ~..,...s. 
• Io;./n~ l?t2,.;-ra.hve,. ~rlrtU1~e... ckPhte~Jiru7,~ 'I4t:d ~hl--I'ns -»- ~e;yul 
Iu.r"r/)~~e... J..a..77~. 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal fonn. If you need more space. extra pap~ Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of perfonnance appraisal 
form? 
,~ Yes If yes, what types of positions are rated on the ~ form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
One per six months ,.~ Other 
3. Who writes a ratee's perlormance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
< ~mediate sup~ Peers Self . Ot~er ...J, ~ 
~G,r~,ch .s ~.o.~ fro"'r/"$,s " 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "manageme~{t/y , 
objective" forms). to what extent is the ratee involved in detennining those 
ratiug criteria? 
not at all <::E?m~ closely totally involved 
5. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
not at all some t ~ totally involved 
6. To what extent is the ratee involved in writing the text of the apprafsal? 
not at all . ~_ closely totally involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved In the overall appU~iH-l~u.:; 
not at all some closel 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
No ~fore it becomes a matter of record 
--Yes, after it becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes official. are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No ~ 
10. ApprOximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? 
53 
11. Is there a limit on the percentage who can receive the highest rating? 
No ~ If yes, what percentage Is the 11",112. 50 % 
. Is the limit offiCial. O!'ermal poUcy? _ 
12. s the information in the performance appraisal? 
Personnel rec or 
,,' r . h.: cl..ra. rf 1'7IQ('I .... 1 Other supervisors (please explain) - 'c\l i (i..f.J/S t",(~ tc' ,... ' -tr~Ytsf<.f'S, 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees are bem made? 
not fIn ortant some much I 
14. When managers make personnel decisions based on reviewing past 
perfonnance appraisals, and when the ratings are the same among those 
considered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) . l ,. , b . ~~ -e. \o~ t~v«. (~<i,,~ d;''''f 11~c..I'''1 c..c'TrCv. -14. w'n ~~r~c"'j( 0" r 
mt f'. G ~ rrk~trM" dve. \-0 f'c-t 
-ne. o.l'c.c:...s ~ .Ap'lo~~e. ell(cc.\l ;tI\ - f'n:(flMl ~Iw~'~ \ $fI!./~ \·~;t"o..f,~· 
VkO-/' Veto. f,:""", ~'~<rf.u-.5D"'Q l sk~Hs I ~c.e:~ I <..t (. • 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
Yes ~ Not in some places (please e~lain) 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing apPraisa1~? 
No,,' If yes. what or w~o (by title) is it? r H @ 
, . - Ca"" foQ .. .s ... '\-.,,~. ~~01Il'" f- o't '(.M<' ~ ieS. 
17. What, In your opiilJon. is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
t -.l.A C\ tf'ecS ~. ( ~'frGJ/' completing performance appraisals? ~ \ . 1< ( t,f'I~ E/')l r I~ ~~.s -,-na. 
·-~. 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal form. If you need more space. extra paper is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
form? 
No ® If yes. what types of positions are rated on the 
form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
tlol.4,./Y .,.:C'.-,., S 
£x ~""'I'.,..,d Fc''''S 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
~ne per six months::> d2[e per ye~ Other 0_, _ _ 
Ife IwV' II Ex e""",t ~ d 
3. Who write a ratee's performance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
~ Self " Other 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "management by 
objective" forms), to what extent is the ratee involved in determIning those 
r~tlng criteria? 
not at all closely totally involved 
5. To what extent Is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
not at all " aome ) closely totally involved 
. To what extent is the ratee involved in writing the text of the appraisal? 
not at all some GioselL'> totally involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
"not at all some ~ totally involved 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
No ~ before it becomes a matter of record 
Yes. after it becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No GeO 
10. Approximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? , 
_L1!!: __ % 
'. 
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11. Is there a limit on the percentage who can receive the highest ratlng? @ Yes If yes. what percentage is the llm1t? % 
Is the ltmtt official. or informal policy? 
12. Who. primarily. uses the infonnatlon in the perfonnance appraisal? 
Immediate supervisor 
Personnel Director 
Other supervisors (please explain) FL41krC ~t11t P."Jct"'g 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees are bein made? 
not 1m ortant e much Uf!_I"f' 
1'/0"""'1 
14. When managers make personnel deCisions based on reviewing past 
performance appraisals, and when the ratings are the same among those 
conSidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
Specific as you can) -r . #,.~ _" J." 1 f!/, ,,,,('~ , .. ( ..... 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
~ No Not in some places (please explain) 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appraisals? 
No @ If yes. what or who (by title) is it? 
17. What. in your opinion, Is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal fonn. If you need more space, extra paper Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kInd of perfonnance appraisal 
form? f.n 
2. 
N 0 ~ If yes. what types of positions are rated on the 
fonn you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
One per six months Other 
3. Who a ratee s nnance appraisaJl.:~e all that apply) 
Immediate supervisor Peers ~ Other __ _ 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the fonn (eg. with "management by 
objective" forms). to what extent is the ratee involved in determining those 
ra"-ing criteria? GTn0 
not at all ~ closely totally involved 
5. To what extent e ratee involved In collecting data for the appraisal? 
not' at all closel totall involved 
~t exten~~~ invo d in writing the text of the appratsal? 
not at all ' ~ some ... ~ totall involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved lIrtse::.....,overall appraisal process? 
not at all some closel totall involved 
8. Are ratees perm raisal document? 
No Yes. before it becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial. are they 
allowed to sugge~ges or make objections? . 
No ~ . 
10. Approximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? 
57 
11. ~cre a limit on the percentage who can receive the hIghest rating? 
NoYes If yes. what percentage is the limIt? °lb 
Is the lImit official. or lnfonnal policy? 
12. 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees an:-bemLntmloo2... 
not 1m ortant some much 
14. When managers make personnel decisIons based on reviewing past 
perfonnance appraisals. and when the ratings are the same among those 
r considered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you c:~J~ L ~ J) ~~4··-~-G ,-- . () I ~ 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
gram~hen writing appraisals? 
~ No Not in some places (please explain) 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appralsal~ 
N 0 ~ If yes. what or who (by title) is it? 
~~~ 
17. What. in your opinion. is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
~~~~~,-~'it;~~ 
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Please feel free to provide additlonal explanatlons or mark references on 
your appraisal fonn. If you need more space, extra paper Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
form? 
(' N 0 Yes If yes, what types of positions are rated on the 
fonn you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
One per six months, One per year Other 
3. Who writes a r~tee's pc:rformance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
~ Immediate supervisor') Peers Self Other 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "management by 
objective" forms), to what extent Is the ratee involved In determining those 
rotlng criteria? 
..... not at all some closely totally involved . 
5~ To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
\ (. not at all.' some closely totally involved 
6. To what extent is the ratee involved in writing the text of the appraisal? 
(. not at all . some closely totally involved 
7. To what extent Is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
....... " 
<- notJl1 aIL.- ' (some j closely totally involved 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
NoYes. before It.becomes a matter of record 
-----'_ .. _-- , '-'-.. C::-Yes, after It becomes a matter of record '. '\ 
',.... ,~ 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before It becomes official, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No Yes 
10. Approximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
ratlng? . 
__ 2±_% 
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11. Is there a Umit on the percentage who can receive the highest ratlng? 
No . Yes -' If yes, what percentage Is the limit? IS % 
Is the llm1t officIal, oNnformalpol1cy? 
12. Who, primarily, uses the infonnation in the performance appraisal? 
C Immediate supervisor- ~ 
Personnel Director 
Other supervisors (please explain) 
13. How much importance do appraisals carty when consIderations for 
promotion, salary 1ncrease, and/or retention of employees are be1ng made? 
not important some ~) great importance 
14. When managers make personnel deCisions based on reviewing past 
perfonnance appraisals, and when the ratings are the same among those 
considered, what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) 
.. ;Rv sJ;i.Ic.- ctler (<;(f ~EZJ"" ~h ()"\ ~ ,-fOr, ,d '_ (' .. _d.~ c:..,~~ 
.JP<Z.~""'~tl...l~""~.J J.v-nc..-...J.... .... , ~c........S,-", \,u-.l .... 'd \o.e b.e . ..,.r 
f c...~~--.;'.t .... ..tr..Q Cl~o- h", !y 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
Yes (N~.--J Not in some places (please explain) 
16. Is there an ~tablished office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appraisals? 
N 0 ~ If yes, what or who (by title) is it? 
~ff Co"J4 Ik"t , -r~t"'\'l ",-",'" fu~~.,..~ 1-
17. What, in your opinion, is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
e '. - I r' I' <:" • r, t'\_ _ -', I~ _ C I /:\ I .:.~~') ~'-\"71c...1 I~~~ ",'olc-vn~ 
r 
Cr) ~', l,", +0 ~~"7~:' e ~ - \)' -....... _"- <-.:-
. ~ J 
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Please feel free to provide addiUonal explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal fonn. If you need more space, extra paper Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
form? ~ 
No G If yes, what types of positions are rated on the 
- form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
;./IAN/J {.,f,'/I iA ~ 
2. How often are performance a s usually written? 
One per six months One per year Other 
3. Who WEtes a-rate~nnance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
(...-r~ediate supervisor) Peers ~ Other __ _ 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "management by 
r objective" forms), to what extent Is the ratee involved In determining those 
rating criteria? . 
not at all some closely ~l~ 
'--. 
5. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for th_f1. ~~sal? 
not at all some closely ~y involve(D 
\. '-'" , 
6. To what extent is the ratee involved In writing the text of 
not at all some closel totall 
. ----~- ......... / 
7. To what extent Is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal s? 
not at all some closel totall 
8. Are ratees~ p. to review their performance appraisal document? 
NoYes efore It becomes a matter of record 
es, after It becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No 0V 
10. ApprOximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? 
61 
11. IsAhere a limJt on the percentage who can receive the highest rating? 
/No Yes If yes. what percentage is the limit? % ~ Is the l1mit official" or tnfonnal policy? 
12.~0. r1maril~e information in the performance appraisal? 
mmediate supervisor 
~-~ ---Personnel Director 
Other supervisors (please explain) 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees are being made? 
not important ~ much great importance 
14. When managers make personnel decisions based on reviewing past 
perfonnance appraisals. and when the ra!1ngs are the same among those 
conSidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) 
/, /,}{ i ///Jri)",Jh.:., ~~ ~L-A-t.. I dF C'IVL J V~"'/~'/I-J''f:>(t 
(;JCZL.I::; ~~7v1 7C ~- t..e.;<JGE1J1 r{ 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
Yes C§::. Not in some places (please explain) . 
Ir (JC",L,_-' ~~ ~lIbHZ>Ltrl l?rv'T / r iA;;~-sAl7 At.JJ:W~ 
!.Mt-¥EAl", 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writ~pra1sals? 
~".J Yes If yes, what or who (by title) is it? 
17. What. in your opinion. is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
h",,"//"';(9 VIi€" 77A//~ \/C, I~ 'J~I'V/ 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal fonn. If you need more space, extra paper Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
form? 
N 0 ~ If yes, what types of positions are ~ated on the 
form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
NOJ\- E,cc-,···.t-t e."""~lCl1e..e....c;. Ci" {'C>.(...., ~~tt. -M-. n'""~ .. ~- -H" ~ "'~-;t:·, .. f .. fl 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
",.;::;: "'" One per six months ~e per ~' Other 
3. Who wIites a ratee's performance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
~~edi~.te supervis~ Peers Self Other 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. With "management bY0't,,,, J 
objective" forms), to what extent Is the ratee involved In determining those G ... t.t. " 
ra!ing criteria? c.~~ • ~'::'< 
. -'I c.~· '- c 
not at all some closely totally involved c~::.~~ 
5. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
not'at all ~ closely totally involved 
6. To what extent is the ratee involved in writing the text of the appraisal? 
not at all 8 closely totally involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
not at all some ~ totally involved 
8. Are ratees permUted to review their performance appraisal document? 
No @ before it becomes a matter of record 
Yes, after It becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No @ 
10. ApprOximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
ratlng? 
63 
11. Is there a llmit on the percentage who can receive the hIghest raUng? ® Yes If yes, what percentage is the limit? % 
Is the limit official, or infonnal poUcy? 
12. Who, primarily, uses the Information in the perfonnance appraisal? 
(Im~ediate sup.ervts~ 
Personnel Director 
(::- I (> o:\-~ h:/ r , .... V'\ c-t~ Other supervisors (please explain) ....,~~ .... , ..., ~ I () ~ f ... ~. -r..o fJ 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion, salary Increase, and/or retention of employees are beIng made? 
not important some 6lY great importance 
14. When managers make personnel decisions based on reviewing past 
performance appraisals, and when the ratings are the same among those 
co~sidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) 
P l\ cLot ".,e..\ 
e OJ-
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
gram~, when writing appraisals? 
~.: No Not in some places (please explain) 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appraisal~ 
N 0 ~ If yes. what or who (by title) is it? 
1+ II ,:... _~/n t:t sC.('-V_' !:cor (/loP 41st-. I.~ )_ I... 0"" ~.. ....,-r-o I 
17. What. in your opinion. is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
S"ec-t.-o JoJ JL c.~.-,t~..r~+O~ y-c~f-:'''lj) 4.1rQ. y ') yevu-
oo ....... ('l .. '1.Ai!LS +r ... ~ ~.~ L. -+t (CI~.1 e ~?.ec: :H-lt7 
'" c\ S."\..· -"\. {It...- '-o.;~ 'r f::. j rQ"f . 
....... 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal form. If you need more space, extra paper Is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of performance appraisal 
form? 
No Yes If yes, what types of positions are rated on the 
form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
One per six months0ne per ~ Other 
3. Who writes a ratee's performance appraisal? (circle all that apply) 
C !mmedlate supervt§.Qi::> c::::e~ 5_el~~ Other 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the fonn (eg. with "management by 
objective" forms), to what extent is the ratee involved In determining those 
rating criteria? 
not at all some closely totally involved 
5.. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
riot at all some closely totally Involved 
6. To what extent Is the ratee involved In writing the text: of the appraisal? 
not at all some closely totally Involved 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
not at all some closely totally Involved 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
NoYes, before It becomes a matter of record 
~ after It becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before It becomes official, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? 
No Yes 
10. ApprOximately what percentage of those rated receive the highest 
rating? 
.. 
65 
11. Is there a limit on the percentage who can receive the highest ratlng? 0' Yes If yes. what percentage Is the limit? oA, ~ Is the limit offidal. or Informal poUcy? 
12. Who. primarily. uses the information In the performance appraisal? 
l/f~mediate supervisor 
Versonnel Director 
Other supervisors (please expla1n) 
"i- k Q t e .... __ _ +z> j", prOlJ€. ~ea {e. a rect.J' 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when consIderations for 
promotion. salary increase. and/or retention of employees are being made? 
not important some much ~t Importance?::> 
14. When managers make personnel dedsions based on reviewing past 
perfonnance appraisals, and when the ratings are the same among those 
r conSidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) 
ha \Je.n (-t- h. Q d # .. -s S ; ~ Q. -t: u~ all'se 
15. Are supervisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
Yes ~ Not in some places (please explain) 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appraisals? 
No Yes If yes, what or who (by title) is it? ... 
Ai/It- - ~~~~c/J-' 
17. What. In your opln1on, is the greatest difficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? 
cka~ ~'\Ld r t-V/ hw A-de/ ~ 
4' ~ ~R./~--r~. 
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Please feel free to provide additional explanations or mark references on 
your appraisal form. If you need more space, extra pap~ is attached. 
1. Does your organization use more than one kind of perfonnance appraisal 
form? 
No rY;;;\ If yes, what types of positions are rated on the 
'(J form you will use to answer this questionnaire? 
~o.ft ~l U'\.ttlH ... 1-S 
2. How often are performance appraisals usually written? 
One per six months One per year Other t6t e.ucvy ~e ri\€.f\'t" 
v.J(J1~ 0 01\ tf\.oJ- \S ~ "-lo -\\rs. 
3. Who writes a ratee's perfonnance appraisal? (~ircle ali that apply) 
Immediate supeIVisor ~ ~eiQ Other 
4. If rating criteria are not specified on the form (eg. with "management by 
objective" fonns) , to what extent Is the ratee involved in determining those ~/Pt-
rating criteria? I aft "'-ley !( • 
not at all some closely totally involved is ~fA'C( n.; 
5. To what extent is the ratee involved in collecting data for the appraisal? 
not at all some closely eaIIii InVOIV~ 
6. To what extent Is the ratee involved in writing the text of the appra~sal? 
not at all some closely @fY~ 
7. To what extent is the ratee involved in the overall appraisal process? 
not at all some closel 
8. Are ratees permitted to review their performance appraisal document? 
No @before It becomes a matter of record 
Yes, after It becomes a matter of record 
9. If ratees may review their appraisal before it becomes offiCial, are they 
allowed to suggest changes or make objections? . 
No (!es) 
10. Approximately what percentage of those rated receIve the highest 
rating? 
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11. Is there a limit on the percentage who can receive the highest rating? CW Yes If yes, what percentage is the limtt? % 
Is the limit official. or informal polley? 
12. Who, primarily, uses the information in the performance appraisal? . 
Immediate supervisor ~\..C. ... FU SCY\ u:\\O _p ..... L,'''.fl.},~~ I 1 ~ 
Personnel Director 'hu.. Q.p-r,.t.1))_ ~JJJ. \ ~ -t,l"V- (o:U-:'--) 
~upervisors (please explain) ~ ~ .u:., flG'l sc (6 
i~V'.',t,. ~CV{4 ~ 
P(L v -tr\L v S CL1..b,o At Sc if' 1-0 d.e:k7~ )~ o....t./\l..t.. ~ . 
13. How much importance do appraisals carry when considerations for 
promotion. salary increase. and! or retention of employees are being made? 
not important (!Offiy much great Importance 
14. When managers make personnel decisions based on reviewing past 
perlonnance appraisals. and when the ratings are the same among those 
conSidered. what factors differentiate the better employees? (please be as 
specific as you can) 
\ 1'LL -ti (1.. ti v' ~ ~ Cltti tu. d-e...-
V (. r r.) Cd.. 4 W v< ik. Y\.. .Q ~ P L 0-,..f"\.CL -h Cy\.~ -t ,~ to. P l '-- t-
15. Are supeIVisors expected to use full sentences and proper English 
grammar when writing appraisals? 
Yes (§) Not in some places (please explain) 
~';_~f (\,LCUl~l";"t.--l1~ ~t\l-,~C.0 
IJ U.t' :5V\.o LcC ci ~ ~CL W- (\.uU-\ (!.a1...ly P'tCpc:.y 
16. Is there an established office or person raters can come to for help in 
writing appralsalb 
N 0 ~ If yes. what or who (by title) is it? 
'flu.-cr oj ~v vi sty - C\.. 'Y)\.CL~V 0-1 CCL-I{t[ y' <"(/..0- ,~O~~ 
17. What. in your opInion. is the greatest dIfficulty in the process of 
completing performance appraisals? . 
1A-d '-i'Wt -R... ~:,C"f;~ ..etl\ .. .A..:T~/~l'--
-1 \.ct b CC'f~ --t'\Cl\.X ~t CV ' u 
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18. If I have any questions concerning your answers, may I contact you? 
NoYes If yes, may I have your name, work address, 
and telephone number? 
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APPENDIX B 
SEMINAR HANDOUTS 
70 
Steps for Writing a Performance Appraisal 
o Keep an incident file 
Tell your people the file exists 
Let individuals see their file 
Record both good and bad incidents 
Record only facts of behavior-not opinions or hearsay 
Record incidents on paper-not on computer disks 
o Start wri ting early 
Find out when the performance appraisal is due 
Figure out how much time you will need to do a good job 
Don't start writing the day (or night) before the appraisal is due 
Q Get orianized 
Be familiar with company guidelines for performance appraisals 
Get together all incident file material and notes 
Layout materials according to where you will need them on the form 
Use goals and objects section from the last appraisal 
Figure out a chronology of events so you can see trends 
o Start writing 
Dump thoughts onto paper based on sections of the form 
• Don't edit anything yet 
Be sI"-~fic about performance 
• If you make a general statement, question meaning 
• Back up statements with numbers or statistics from your notes 
o Edit and finalize 
Let the appraisal sit for a day 
Cut unnecessary words (refer to Clear Writing handout> 
Make your draft fit the form 
• You don't have to fill all the space available 
• You can use a continuation sheet 
Type the appraisal in fmal form 
o Specifics 
7 I 
Clear Writing 
Write action verbs 
• Replace "weak" verbs: Qg, am, is, are, was, were 
make, makes, made 
Start sentences with the subject 
• Replace: It is ... 
gg, does, did 
y& used 
There are ... 
What. .. 
End sentences with the thlng you want emphasized 
Omit qualifiers and intensifiers 
• Omit: very. perhaps. such. pretty. much. really. etc. 
Use "active voice" 
• make "was given by him" into "he gave" 
:J Readability 
Change nominalizations to action verbs 
• Many end in -ation 
• Many follow "weak" verbs 
Shorten wordy phrases 
• Replace: due to the fact that 
has the ability to 
despite the fact that 
subsequent to 
in the event that 
it is necessary that 
State things in positive terms 
• Try not to use "not" 
Omit unnecessary reference to the writer 
with: because 
can 
although 
after 
if 
must 
• Omit: I think, I believe, To me, etc. 
Visual aspects 
• Use numbers or bullets, don't have solid blocks of typing 
• Put space between paragraphs 
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Substance versus Fluff 
o Do not generalize about performance 
Give specific examples of behavior 
• Get specifics from your incident file 
Use numbers or statistics to support statements 
When writing about "bad" behavior, consider if it is typical of everyday 
performance 
• U the behavior is a one-time occurrence, you may not want to 
mention it 
• U the behavior is not typical, but is seriously disruptive, you 
should mention it (see Criticism handout> 
o Make sure the word picture matches ratings 
Are the adjectives I used too strong or weald 
Are amounts and qualities of specific examples consistent with ratings? 
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Goals and Objectives 
o Goals 
Specific 
Understandable 
Obtainable 
• Able to exceed goals 
• Challenging 
Consistent with goals of others in the same position 
Consistent with company goals 
o Objectives 
Measurable 
Realistic 
Realistic 
• not "immediately" 
Specific 
• not "ongoing" 
o If the job environment changes 
Rewrite this page 
Consult with employee(s) 
o Use this page when writing the next performance appraisal 
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Criticism 
o These sUiiestions assume· you want to save the person 
o Bad attitudes 
Does the bad attitude interfere with their work? 
Does the bad attitude interfere with the work of others? 
If the answer to both questions above is "no," you should not mention 
attitude on the appraisal form. Bad attitudes that do not affect 
performance should be worked out informally 
o How to avoid offending employees in writing 
The "bad news" approach 
• Start with something good 
• "Sandwich" criticism 
• End with something positive 
Word-level techniques 
• Use ''hedging'' words 
• Use "weak" verbs 
• Use passive construction 
• Share blame if you can 
• If the behavior is unusual, state that 
Indicate efforts the person has made to improve 
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APPENDIXC 
PRACTICAL EXERCISE 
76 
JOB 1 __ _ Date: October 4, 1989 , 
EEO, __ _ 
Job title: District Manager Dept: Metro Circulation 
Main Function: Work with a carrier force in a designated area to 
meet goals for circulation, sales, service and collections. 
Working Relationships: 
Accountable and reports to (job title): Zone Manager 
Positions that report to you (job titles): 
areas) 
RESPONSIBILITIES (in order of importance): 
Contracted carriers 
(Employee carriers 
in designated 
1.- Increase circulation units and penetration in an assigned 
district. Meet sales goals. 
2. Meet goals for service (complaints/l,OOO). Provide for a 
reliable distribution system in the district. Follow up quickly 
and effectively on service problems. 
3. Meet goals for "clearing" (money management). Minimize revenue 
losses from unpaid carrier/customer accounts. 
4. Properly recruit, lease (hire, for employee carriers), train 
and service the carrier force for the district. (For managers 
with employee carriers: monitor performance and conduct 
performance reviews). 
s. Process reports and perform general operational duties 
effectively and on time. 
6. Perform other job-related duties as assigned by the zone 
manager. 
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SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITIES (in order of importance): 
1. Promote and maintain carrier safety standards. 
2. Provide teamwork to assist in other districts when necessary. 
3. Participate in department projects and activities. 
4. (Adult Division; meet service goals for USA Today). 
Working condition: OUtside work in designated district; office 
work. 
Equipment used to perform the job: 
""" 
Item , working time used. 
Motor vehicle 40\ 
2-way radio 15\ 
Misc: VDT, calculator, 
telephone 30\ 
~ist any skills and abilities required to perform this position: 
· Organization/time-management; good communication skills; math 
skills; sales; people/management skills; willing to handle 
"split shift" responsibilities. 
Minimum education and experience needed to "perform the job: 
• College degree or appropriate work experience; carrier 
experience helpful. 
Certification or licensing required: 
• Valid Iowa driver's license. 
Your signature indicates that you have reviewed this Job 
Jescription and agree with its contents. Please return a copy of 
~his form to Employee Relations after it has been reviewed by the 
department manager. 
signature of employee date 
signature of supervisor dat.e 
signature of department manager 
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Circulation Department 
Name: Ann Smith 
Job title: District Manager, third year in that position 
Items in incident file: 
Sales: daily average of 221, Sunday average of 264 
came up with creative new sales strategy 
Service: reduced number of deliveries per carrier 
complaints per 1000 .62 daily and .89 Sunday 
follows up on complaints 100% 
Clearing: 99% clearing 
bad debt loss .14% 
conducts random collection book audit at least every 10 days 
Carriers: started carrier training program last month, too early for 
results 
well liked by most carriers 
had to fire carrier after random collection book audit and 
many customer complaints-most complaints in 
service section above from him 
heard rumors that Ann sexually harassed a male carrier-I 
looked into it, but found no substantiation 
Reports: all reports in on time during past year 
Other: helped organize zone Halloween party 
stress management not good 
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Goals Objectives Date 
Increase daily sales increase to 200 30 Oct 91 
Increase Sunday sales increase to 265 30 Oct 91 
Reduce daily complaints reduce to .65 1 Jun 91 
Reduce Sunday complaints reduce to .75 1 Jun 91 
Follow up on romplaints 99% follow-up 1 Feb 91 
Maintain clearing rate 99% clearing 30 Oct 91 
Reduce bad debt loss reduce to .20% 30 Oct 91 
,- Implement carrier training have program in place 30 Oct 91 
Increase report timeliness 99% on time 1 Apr 91 
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Des Moines Register 
Job , ____ __ 
EEO' ______ _ 
Job title: Accounting Clerk I Dept. Accounting 
Main 
Function: Process all payments received, balance and prepare a 
daily deposit, keep accurate record of payments by posting on a 
terminal and handle customer service related to cash processing. 
Working Relationships: 
Accountable and reports to (job title): Cash Services 
Supervisor 
Positions that report to you (job title): None 
RESPONSIBILITIES (in order of importance): 
1. Exhibit a positive approach to customer service and help 
establish a professional company image. 
2. Process advertising, PBM, carrier and miscellaneous cash 
payments. Process charge card payments. 
3. Demonstrate ability to prepare the daily deposit and maintain 
balancing routines. 
4. Relieving 1st floor cashier, including performing duties 
without supervision. 
5. Process lockbox and clearinq cash. This would include 
balancing, ordering reports and fixing errors. 
6. Post cash payments to customer accounts, balancing and 
closing the batches. 
8 1 
SECONDARY RESpoNSIBILITIES (in order of importance): 
1. Filing cancelled checks. 
2. stuffing expense checks. 
3. Any other duties assigned by supervisor. 
Working conditions: Constant attention to detail, time and 
deadline pressures, enclosed space, lack of closure to tasks. 
Equipment used to perform the job: 
Item 
1. CRT teI'1l\inal 
2. 10-day calculator 
3. Cash register 
\ of working time used 
15%-25% 
25% 
5% 
List any skills and abilities required to perform this position: 
10-day balancing skills, data entry ability, attention to detail, 
ability to work together as a team, customer service skills. 
Minimum education and experience needed to perform the job: 
At least 1 year of college, 2 years experience handling cash and 
acquiring customer service skills. 
Certification or licensing required: 
None 
IMPORTANT 
Your signature indicates that you have reviewed this job 
description and agree with its contents. Please return a copy of 
this form to Employee Relations after it has been reviewed by the 
department manager. 
(signature of employee) (date) 
(signature of supervisor) (date) 
(signature of department manager) (date) 
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Accounting Department 
Name: David Roberts 
Job title: Accounting Clerk I, two years in that position 
Items in incident file: 
Customer service: generally pleasant, sharp dresser 
received two customer complaints in past year, 
Dave apologized to person both times 
after I told him to 
attended customer service training 15 May 91 
after I told him to go 
Processing payments: needs more time than most other clerks, was 
late with pbm clearing 6 times 
over 99% accurate throughout the year 
prioritizes work well on his own and helps 
other occasionally to prioritize theirs 
very organized-almost obsessively so 
Daily deposit &: balance 100% over the year, but slow sometimes 
Relieve cashier: no problems 
Posting payments: again, nearly 100% accuracy, but works at about 
80% the rate of others 
came up with new method for verifying 
accuracy of posted payments that is more 
thorough--estimate $1000 per year savings 
in missed postings 
Other: four co-workers individually complained that 
Dave is hard to work with and interferes 
with their ability to get their work done 
on time 
works well, but slow, on his own 
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Goals Objectives Date 
Improve customer service one customer complaint per year 30 Oct 91 
attend customer service training 1 Jun 91 
Maintain high processing maintain at least 99% accuracy in 30 Oct 91 
standards all processing 
Improve timeliness of improve to 99% on-time rate 30 Oct 91 
processing 
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APPENDIXD 
SEMINAR CRITIQUES 
85 
Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: . 
{jhuu~~~ 
to (fU -
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had: .~ "~Cdd'~ 
~!~.~~~ -
Class exercise 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Conunents: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Conunents: 
Excellent 
o 
o 
Instructor Q 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
Good 
o 
o 
o 
Average Poor 
o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
You were especially effective when you: 
~~~~~5 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent ~ Average Poor Class exercise 0 0 0 (Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization 0 0 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
C- ~:'''> ~ Y ~ r c, 'S' oC.- • 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
..:r-f 7j,~1 -(; ~ ~~ d C"~'/~"~/ ,;V'?) /"7 
/~, co Y' <- ( ~.J-f' 7' 
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 ~ 0 Cl 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 Cl Cl 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 0 Cl Cl 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 Cl 0 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
Instructor a 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
Q a 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: Wr,t; '5 Q,JCeAtc i ~e 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: (l\or~ di~C\4.s.riD'" 
O'T (0 r; t: .., Q.I(. -eA'"C i ol"~ ~ k. Q.c:l + w "",c:. f e.f" '" ; -ij e cI 
You were especially effective when you: 't'o c..c.. w~~ o.AJ(J..{ 'I~rlUa3 
.3ood I~ ~r;#e,,) fu~ef ~s&/I" u,Jr"".s 
~e,elR-e e.t<. ......... f'e..J' 
You could have been mort! effective if you had: Co .... Je! e.l; lI1.i A/Q.'-t 
Do¥' t k..~ ''"..ud~'' f CD~/U~(+OV' c.)oV'"q.c t:-'I"01lit ~i)M 
CD N\o A4 """ I cc -now 
Class exercise 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments:· 
Organization 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Excellent 
o 
o 
o 
Instructor 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
Average Poor 
o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
90 
Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent ~ Average Poor Class exercise 0 0 0 (Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization 0 0 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
9 I 
Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. H you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
G6~ 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise Cl ~ 0 Cl (Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 0 0 "Cl 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor E 0 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, e .) 
Conunents: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the senlinar I found most valuable were: 
-
,'/- c r (",,,.1-/ ~~'-T~"£/ /' 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
J -1 - - .-/ ~ ...e<;-r..e-.s )/A ?", .. , or.>,,,,JJ"c-, -r "1-
You could have been more effective if you had: 
7/?'1 rp p~ .,A-4 6 ;../' ~-' /..1-7 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 ~ 0 (J 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials (J 0 (J 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
COlJdnents: 
Organization (J 0 (J 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 ~ Cl Q 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Conunents: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
//£ID9J1 f ,IE - ~~ ..>fll\ ~f1UJ'Ier 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
fr1oif" rfap IN I-rtf- '16\J"Z-z...u WO'lt-D.s -A-~r ~ Pf..<,f''- LI~II 
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise (J • 0 (J (Relevance. detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 • 0 (J (Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
WilD le!\ts: 
Organization a • a a (Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 (J 
(Knowledge, prepARti~ expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
r!1L fLu tJtl.da ~ 'I-N tfYi it U. U 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
'! ou were especially effective when you: 
b~ ~tL<' LKa./tff~J /:;t.l'Ill 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Class exercise ~ Excellent o Average o Poor o 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
. C0tu;ts: ~ (tltVQ ~/1~~' 
;a: 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) . n 
~~, wdf dl~d~1 
Organization . ;a 0 . 0 O. 
Materials o o o 
=~~~' discus~Sions, etc.) ff:t n ~ ,I h ~ -.I. IW. /<.)blJ d ({, Ll-
/huzi-ut<j I . rRJy~ I ::g c.lh-t7~ { 
Instructor . )( 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
:'~~L ~- cO ~~' 
/~~i ~o-f ~ 2-. 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
~~ ~ ~~~./ ~ f.~ h~.· 
tAJ..-t_~ ~J A? ~ ~ 
'I. ake--. ~ ~. 
You were especially effective when you: / ............. 
Wevl- 'k7.'r-' a;t" ~~£:::j / ~ ~. -tJ~ 
.J-tf ~1.1 ~. 
You could have been more effective if you had; ......... J 
/ 
~ -h ~- ~ ~~_V_I' 
')1 .;.t/.t '" I-.J / pA __ ".~ _:--A ~ -~ P' ~ 
--<0' In/.cd ~~/ ~---yJ ~ ,'7-- -_. 
~ c 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise ~ 0 0 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 0 0 d G) 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor a D- o 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments:-· 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance .. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
~ ~ &IA$'s~. 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
, '" &.--;..? ~ S~ ~ ~~r~A~ 
You were especially effective when you: . 
~~~~~ 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
~ ~,k//~~.~ /1o..J- ~/~I N~~ 
Class exercise 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Excellent 
~ 
Instructor a 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
Good 
a 
a 
a 
Average Poor 
o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. U you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
You could have been more effective if you had:.j.. 
~'tt:th-~~~~~ 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 iii 0 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 
o 
o 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
o o o 
o Cl 
o o 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: ct);UJ 1">_; / .~ ......, ~ -&. "'-f l&.A.f., {; I- w,-, '/.,., 1 P\ r f 
These parts of the semfuar could have been more useful: 
You were especially effective when you: 
I 
You could have been more effective if y'0u had: ~ /tf-dk f~r IA-J - ;frl'lj f:J : 
. I • /II - . .; L I. c"ffu-,.~." 1 c.. ~'Y Co {, ~ I}-"'S', /. f 01'\. n·'IAJ v {.,:; o"e ~f I~-·I- fr7''''''''''~;;e..t 
'}o. 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 A1 0 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organiza tion 0 0 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 )t 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation. expressi9n, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
L';h~r &J""~;;; ~~ nfJ""-
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
Yl)U were especially effective when you: 
~ A/-.''-~- ...(-../~~ cz-~ ~ 6' ~v~ .... ..G-.-£. '; ... -~./ 
'</~ __ or~ ~'~ 7"'1"~ . 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 ~ 0 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization 0 0 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
'(ou were especially effective when you: v.J,..r-cQ ~ P'1k--1 ... -H ---.:-o-
A;-"\~'-V+ ....s-~ ~ zX.. ~~ 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise 0 0 Q/" 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 0 0 0 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization if 0 0 0 
(Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 0 
(Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
'1." " " \j I e _CtU_L~ n,. £r CD.:jt.J 
YJU were especially effective when you: 
7 
, 
You could have been more effective if you had: 
L'Lw.n rfltrJ.u "-.Jucl/;Ilct tLrc{ {J~[rl..-!:!!·[,. }U l' 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
Class exercise a ~ a 0 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials a 0 a 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: " 
Organization a a ~ 0 (Logical flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 0 0 W 0 (Knowledge, preparation, expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by aitiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
The parts of the seminar I found most valuable were: 
~~ '~~-;'- N--~.~ }J .... J .... ~C! ...... :'l. ~c.c __ ~k'L-~ 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
-'\\).. . ~ .. -J.' .. "';". 
" ~ \.... \:' ~:. '. r.l • ~ .. '" . 
. , 
'.. \ 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization 
(Logical flow, discussions, e.tc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 
0 
0 
0 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
13/ 0 
0 ~/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Critique 
Thank you for attending this seminar on writing effective performance 
appraisals. I hope you gained something useful from it. If you could give me 
some feedback by critiquing my presentation, you would be of great assistance. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
These parts of the seminar could have been more useful: 
.. 0~' ';"~_.' .t..:.J A"'~ (~~~'N.... 
., ou were espeq.a1ly effective when you: 
~~~ 
Class exercise 
(Relevance, detail, etc.) 
Comments: 
Materials 
(Handouts, overheads, etc.) 
Comments: 
Organization 
(l.ogica1 flow, discussions, etc.) 
Comments: 
Instructor 
Excellent 
Cl 
o 
o 
a 
(Knowledge, preparation. expression, etc.) 
Comments: 
Average 
Cl 
o 
Poor 
o 
o 
